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1 Fill in the blanks with appropriate words.

The numbers are ……….            A……….. is a wild animal.    We live on……….
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2 Look at the pictures then answer the questions.

1.(save/nature) 2.(help/injured animal) 3.(destroy/the jungle)

1.What is he going to do?
2.Is she going to kill the injured animal? No,
3.Will he protect nature? No,
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3 Fill in the blanks with the words given.
1.Reza is visiting the museum of nature and……………
2.Moghan ………. is a nice place in Iran.
3.There are only a few Iranian cheetahs………… now.
4.....................the trees is not good for
nature.
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4 Match two parts.
BA

1.a small number of things or people a.future
2.the time after now b.a few
3.a person c.instead
4.in place of something or someone else d.human
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5 Read the text answer the following questions.

I’m Karun River . I’m very old. I help people stay alive. They use my water for
farming and drinking. Also, I’m the home of many birds.

Nowadays, I feel sick because some people are destroying me. They are hurting
me. They are hurting my beautiful birds and animals.

I need your help now. Please make a movie about me and teach people how to
take care of me. You can talk to other students at school. They are kind. If you
take care of me , I will hopefully become clean. If you help me, I won’t die.
Please help me! Please!

Questions:

1……………… is destroying Karun nowadays.
2.What will happen if we take care of Karun?
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Now change the plural nouns into singular.
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.according to the table then put them in the appropriate groupnounsFind

ideathingplacepeople

Find one proper noun in the text.
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